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Introduction
I would like to discuss a simple technique to achieve a very common scenario in this article.
A requirement like multiple structures (combination of Header and Line Items repeating) from the source
might need to be split into separate messages (Set of Header and Multiple Line items) on the target side. To
achieve this scenario, one would normally think of using 1..N mapping in the message mapping and thus
producing multiple messages for the target. But creation of a 1..N message mapping mandates 1..N
Interface mapping and henceforth the inevitable BPM.
Can’t we do it without a BPM?
The answer is Yes. I would like to demonstrate this in detail in the following sections.

The Problem
When one creates a mapping with the target message cardinality as 1..N, XI constraints the user to create
an Interface mapping in which the target interface cardinality must also be 1..N.
When one tries to create 1..1 Interface mapping with 1..N mapping in it, XI does not let you activate the
interfaces.
1..N Message Map

1..1 Interface Map

XI Error

Since XI does not let us create a 1..1 interface mapping, we would finally end up creating a 1..N interface
mapping and that makes the requirement of BPM inevitable (Sadly, 1..N mappings are only supported by
BPM).
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The Catch
For realizing this requirement, One has to create a 1..1 mapping first and then a subsequent 1..1 Interface
mapping.
1..1 Message Mapping

Now, save this message mapping in to a mapping template for using at the later time.

Create a 1..1 Interface mapping and activate it.

You should observe no errors.
Now comes the tricky part. Keeping the 1..1 interface mapping as it is, change the message mapping to 1..N.
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XI would complain that the target message mapping will no longer be valid because the target root node
changed.

Now we can use the template that we have created previously to restore the mapping.
Click on

in the mapping control to choose the template.

Now save the mapping and activate.
XI still thinks that the 1..1 interface mapping is still referring to a 1..1 message mapping. Now that we are
done with the repository objects, move on to Directory objects.
Note: I would not be showing all the steps needed here except for the content conversion parameters of the receiver File
adapter as an example. One can use any type of the receiver adapter for this. Everything is normal nothing tricky
here..!!

Create the objects normally as we do for any of the asynchronous XI scenario.
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Select file content conversion as the Message protocol.

Configure the FCC parameters normally

Run the interface. Surprisingly, XI creates multiple files for each of the Header and Line Items pairs from the
source.
If the receiver side is a SOAP adapter, the web service would be called as many times as the number
messages got split from the source.
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Recap
To create an XI interface which can split the source in to multiple messages and send to the target system,
BPM is not mandatory.
In order to create a 1..1 Interface mapping that points to a 1..N message mapping, one has to first create 1..1
message mapping and Interface mapping and activate the changes. Then we can change the mapping to
1..N to split the source in to multiple messages.
This scenario can be extended to any type of receiver adapter, so that the receiver would be called as many
times the number of messages gets generated in the target message.
Examples could be like calling a web service for each of the data line or pairs of Header and Line Items from
an IDoc etc.
Congratulations! You now have an interface which generates multiple output messages with a single
configuration scenario and without BPM.

Related Content
For more information, visit the Repository-based Modeling and Design homepage.
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Disclaimer and Liability Notice
This document may discuss sample coding or other information that does not include SAP official interfaces and therefore is not
supported by SAP. Changes made based on this information are not supported and can be overwritten during an upgrade.
SAP will not be held liable for any damages caused by using or misusing the information, code or methods suggested in this document,
and anyone using these methods does so at his/her own risk.
SAP offers no guarantees and assumes no responsibility or liability of any type with respect to the content of this technical article or
code sample, including any liability resulting from incompatibility between the content within this document and the materials and
services offered by SAP. You agree that you will not hold, or seek to hold, SAP responsible or liable with respect to the content of this
document.
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